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                WINGS & WHEELS 2024

                Wings & Wheels Expo - Sep 14, 2024
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                THE HANGAR

                See the aircraft and historic treasures
that call our museum ‘home’.
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                DONATE

                Help fund the museum's efforts to preserve history and restore the facility.

                LEARN MORE
            

            
                MEMBERSHIP

                Be a part of history by becoming a member to our museum.

                LEARN MORE
            

            
                VOLUNTEER

                Use your skills to help preserve our nation's aviation history.
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            "End of day two. HAM logo installation completed."
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            "The Fairchild Aircraft factory building, located at the Hagerstown Regional Airport, was built from 1941-1945. A new large hangar was now needed to..."
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            FEATURED EXHIBIT

            The RC-26B has been supporting state and federal authorities to combat narcotics, provide photographs and video of natural disasters like flood damage, identify search and rescue sites for the US Coast Guard, and search for forest fires. These aircraft find and map their targets using infrared and electro-optical imaging. Entering the Air Force in 1989, they were spread across Air National Guard units in ten states. The RC-26B Program came to an end in December 2022 and the aircraft were retired from active service. Thanks to staff at the GSA and DGS Surplus Property Division of Maryland, the museum was able to acquire this historic Fairchild aircraft. The Hagerstown Aviation Museum will use this RC-26B to tell the untold stories of this special unit.
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            JOIN OUR VIP LIST

            Sign up for our newsletter to stay up to date and H.A.M. news, upcoming events, and more!

        

        
            Please enable JavaScript in your browser to complete this form.
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